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Case study
The first active speed bumps installed in the 
Swedish Transport Administration road network 
were installed in 2018, in the city of Ystad. In-
stallation two and three were made during 2020 
in Torslunda and Hammarstrand. This is a case 
study covering these first three installations.

Project Active Speed 
bump
In 2017 the Swedish Transport Administration 
started a project that was supposed to lead 
to three test installations within three years 
of what they call active speed bumps. This far 
there is only one manufacturer of active speed 
bumps in Sweden and that product is called 
Actibump. In order to open up for other pos-
sible manufacturers in the future the Swedish 
Transport Administration has chosen to call 
the Actibump an active speed bump. 

Since the system has been in use in Sweden 
since 2010 the test-part of the test project was 
not to verify the functionality, that has already 
been done. The purpose of the test was to 
investigate how the active speed bumps can 
be used in the road network of the Swedish 
Transport Administration and how the inter-
face between the manufacturer, service organi-
sation and the transport administration should 
be set up.

Ystad, E65
Large quantities of vehicles travel on the E65 
road through the city of Ystad and circa 15 % 
of them are heavy. Average daily traffic is circa 
12 000 vehicles. The road speed was too high. 
Using a static speed bump or horizontal deflec-
tion would have impaired the flow of traffic too 
much. 

A larger project on the E65 through Ystad was 
ongoing during 2017-2018. At the beginning 
of the project a discussion was initiated with 
the municipality, that decides the speed limit, 
about changing the speed limit from 50 km/h 

to 30 km/h so that there could be a zebra 
crossing- according to the rules at the time 
the speed limit had to be 30 km/h in order for 
the Transport Administration to be allowed to 
make a zebra crossing. Since the speed limit 
for the active speed bumps can be changed 
remotely and they require no rebuilding if you 
change the speed limit, they can be installed 
before the decision is made. The end result 
of the discussions with the municipality was 
that the speed limit remained at 50 km/h. This 
meant they had to replace the zebra cross-
ing with an unmarked passage. Active speed 
bumps were installed during the spring of 2018 
and were activated in April.

It is important to get a good flow of traffic at a 
safe speed where there is a lot of traffic and a 
large share of heavy vehicles, like on E65. This 
happens when as many vehicles as possible 
are driving at the same speed, on the correct 
side of the speed limit. The change in traffic 
flow is illustrated in the diagram above. The 
speed limit is marked by a vertical line. The 
highest point of the curve should be situated 
close to and to the left of the speed limit in or-
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der to get an optimal flow of traffic. When that 
happens, most vehicles are driven at the speed 
limit without anyone being forced to drive 
unnecessarily slowly. Thus the curves on the 
previous page look exactly as they should and 
show an optimal flow of traffic at a safe speed 
and it shows improvement over time.

A year after the activation of the Actibumps 
in Ystad the results showed that the share of 
drivers that were speeding was 6,5 % in the 
southbound direction and 5 % in the north-
bound direction. By September 2020, two and 
a half year after activation, the share of drivers 
that was speeding was 3,6 % in the south-
bound direction and 3,0 % in the northbound.
On the weekends the share of drivers that are 
speeding is approximately one percentage 
point higher.

In the northbound direction the average speed 
on weekdays in September of 2020 was 42 
km/h and the 85th percentile speed was 47 
km/h. On weekends the 85th percentile speed 
was 49 km/h. In the southbound direction, the 
average speed was the same, 42 km/h, and the 
85th percentile was 48 on weekdays and 49 on 
weekends. 

The results from Ystad confirm the two inde-
pendent evaluation (Uppsala and Linköping) 
from Trivector Traffic and the one from Malmö 
city: that the 85th percentile speed decreases 
to the speed limit +/- 3 km/h.

Torslunda, Öland, RV136
Regional road 136 through Torslunda on the 
island Öland has an average daily traffic of ca 
4 000, with some variation over the tourist 
season. It was necessary to secure a site near 
a school where 74 % were driving faster than 
the speed limit of 40 km/h. 

There are bus stops on both sides of the road 
and the 85th percentile speed was 53 km/h so 
it was necessary to install some kind of traffic 
calming measure. There is no space for a bicy-
cle lane or a sidewalk so they could not install a 

zebra crossing, since there is nothing to lead it 
to other than a bus stop. Both the municipality 
and the school were positive towards active 
speed bumps. 
It is recommended to build a traffic island sep-
arating the two directions in order to decrease 
the risk that anyone would choose to drive on 
the wrong side of the road to avoid the active 
speed bump. However, there wasn’t enough 
space on the narrow road so they installed 
flexible bollards instead.

The system was activated in the beginning of 
June 2020. In September the same year only 
7,5 % were speeding on weekdays in the south-
bound direction and only 4,5 % in the north-
bound direction. The 85th percentile speed 
was 40 km/h in the southbound direction and 
changed between  38 and 39 km/h in the north-
bound direction. These effects were achieved 
before the system had been active for even 
half a year. After half a year the speeding was 
down to 5 % and 4 % in the two directions 
respectively and the 85th percentile speed was 
39 km/h in the southbound direction and had 
stabilized at 38 km/h in the northbound direc-
tion.

http://files.edeva.se/brochures/english/evaluation_en.pdf
http://files.edeva.se/brochures/english/evaluation_lkpg_en.pdf
http://files.edeva.se/brochures/english/malmo_en.pdf
http://files.edeva.se/brochures/english/malmo_en.pdf
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Hammarstrand, RV 323, 
Centralgatan
A larger project with reconstruction of a road 
and building of a separated bike lane took 
place in Hammarstrand. At one of the entries 
to this village there is a school on one side of 
the road and a residential area on the other. 
Average daily traffic is around 1000 vehicles. 
There were speeding issues. Actibump was in-
stalled during the summer of 2020 and activat-
ed by end of October 2020. Already by Decem-
ber the share of drivers that were speeding 
had decreased to below 4 %. 

There were large amounts of snow and during 
some time the temperature was very low in the 
winter of 2020/2021. A stronger heating coil 
was necessary to handle the large amounts of 
snow. A small change to the number of times 
the snow clearing vehicles needed to be at the 
spot was also necessary since this particular 
road is only allowed to be bumpy for a short 
amount of time.

The Actibump system is meant for clear roads 
and demands that no snow surface is left on 
top of it in order for it to maintain functionality 
through the winter. If a snow surface is desired, 
the Actibump can be set to standby until the 
snow melts.

The system has been very well received in 
Hammarstrand after installation. The 85th 
percentile has decreased to 38 km/h in both 
directions. The speed limit is 40 km/h.

What is the Actibump?
The Actibump is an active speed bump that is 
only a speed bump for those who speed. The 
Actibump stays level with the road surface for 
all vehicles that are not speeding. When some-
one is speeding a hatch, integrated into the 
road surface, is lowered a few centimetres into 
the road surface and creates an inverted speed 
bump. This works as an immediate reminder of 
the speed limit.

Normally the Actibumps are placed 5-10 metres 
ahead of a passage and traffic islands, or cor-
responding solutions, are made about as long. 
The speed of oncoming vehicles is registered 
by a radar and data is collected in real-time 
and over the lifetime of the system. Data is 
visualised in the software platform EdevaLive. 
The numbers from the active Actibumps in this 
report are from EdevaLive.

Active speed bumps have been tested on 
roads with speed limits of up to 50 km/h. They 
were invented in Linköping, Sweden and have 
been in used on Swedish roads since 2010.
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Useful links
Independent evaluation of active speed bumps 
in Uppsala.
Independent evaluation of active speed bumps 
in Linköping.
Malmö city’s own evaluation of active speed 
bumps in Malmö.
Planning guidelines
www.edeva.se/en
www.actibump.com

Contact
Please feel free to contact us at Edeva if you 
have any questions regarding the Actibump 
and its placement.

Karin Wiklund
+46 13 474 61 03
karin.wiklund@edeva.se

David Eskilsson
+46 13 474 61 01
david.eskilsson@edeva.se

http://files.edeva.se/brochures/english/evaluation_en.pdf
http://files.edeva.se/brochures/english/evaluation_lkpg_en.pdf
http://files.edeva.se/brochures/english/malmo_en.pdf
http://files.edeva.se/brochures/english/p&p_en.pdf
http://www.edeva.se/en
http://www.actibump.com

